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Confined Space Entry Program 


Introduction 
Serious injury or death in a confined space can be the result of asphyxiation, engulfinent, electric 
shock, falls and heat stress. Due to the serious nature of this work, Merritt l)ropt'l'ties has 
implemented this program which is intended to be a document ofprocedures and practices currently 
in place to assure that everyone is aware ofthe hazards they face in working in confined spaces and 
how accidents can be avoided as a result ofbeing aware of such hazards. 

Confined Spaces Requiring Entry Permits 
Confined spaces, as defined by OSHA, require a permit for entering. These "permit spaces" are 
defined as follows: 

* 	 Their size and shape permit a person to enter them. 
* 	 They have small or obstructed ways ofgetting in and out which require use ofhands for entry 

or exit. 
* 	 They are not designed to be occupied continuously. 
* 	 They have one or more of the following characteristics: 

). 	 Contain or have a known potential to contain a hazardous atmosphere i.e. the air may not 
contain enough oxygen or may be flammable or toxic. Because ofthese hazards, ENTRY 
is defined as placing any part ofyour face or body into the permit space. 

). 	 Contain a material with the potential for engulfing an entrant i.e. being trapped in liquid or 
solid material. 

~ Have an internal configuration shaped in a way which could trap or asphyxiate an entrant 
i.e becoming wedged into a narrow part of the space and suffocating. 

? 	 Contain any other recognized serious safety or health hazard which could result in 
electrocution, heat stress, danger from unexpected movement ofmachinery, falls, etc. 

Because each of these hazards is more serious in a confined space i.e. rescuers can have a difficult 
time reaching someone, ~re....itt PI'openi('s subcontractors will take the following steps to help 
control the hazards of permit spaces: 

* 	 Identity all "permit spaces" in the workplace. 
* 	 Post warning signs and put up barriers. 
* 	 Identity all the hazards of each pennit space. 
* 	 Adopt methods for controlling the hazards. 
* 	 Teach all employees the use of safe control measures. 
* 	 Supply any needed safety equipment and Personal Protective Equipment (p.P.E.), 
* 	Be sure that a trained and equipped rescue team is available. 
* 	 Educate all employees ofthe hazards and how to control them. 
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The work being performed can cause conditions in a confined space to become more hazardous. All 
subcontractor employees must be trained to be aware of the following: 

* 	Hotwork uses up oxygen and can release hazardous materials. Any Hotwork in a permit 
space requires special authorization and a Hotwork Pennit. 

* 	 Sanding, scraping and loosening residue can stir up hazardous materials. 
* 	Hazardous materials such as solvents are not to be brought into the permit space. 
* 	No work is performed outside a permit space that can produce harmful vapors that can collect 

inside a permit space. 

The Confined Space Entry Permit 
The Confined Space Entry Permit tells what hazards are in the permit space and how to control them. 
It includes a checklist of necessary safety measures (copy enclosed). Before anyone enters the 
permit space, the foreman goes through the checklist to make sure all the necessary steps have been 
taken. Ifanyone other than an entrant prepares the space for entry, the permit will be signed to show 
who performed the checklist tasks. 

Preparation ofthe Permit Space 
The following steps are required to prepare the space before anyone is permitted to enter. The 
foreman, or whomever he elects, checks to see that each required precaution has been taken: 

* 	 All departments likely to be affected by service interruption are notified. 
* 	 Signs and barriers are placed to protect entrants from vehicle traffic and pedestrians from 

falling into the space. 
* 	 All input lines are disconnected and capped so that no hazardous materials can enter the 

space. 
* 	 Make sure no hazardous energy can be released. Perform lockoutltagout procedures. 
* 	Space is emptied ofany materials that may be hazardous. Ifnecessary, the space is cleaned, 

washed and/or purged ofhazardous residue. 
* 	 When ventilation is needed, it is performed well in advance of anyone entering the space. 

Breathing safety is verified by air testing (see n Atmospheric Testing" below) before anyone is 
permitted to enter. 

* 	 Assignment and Training ofattendant and entrant(s) is performed well in advance to be sure 
that this Confined Space Entry Program and Emergency Response Plan is followed. 

* 	 Should a Hotwork Permit be required, it is completed and attached to the Confined Space 
Entry Permit, along with emergency contact telephone numbers. 

Atmospheric Testing 
Testing of the air in all areas and levels ofthe space is performed by trained and qualified personnel 
before entering, and monitored continuously or retested periodically, for as long as the space is 
occupied, or as is appropriate for the hazard involved. Should it be necessary for the air tester to 
enter the space to determine air quality, respiratory protection is required. 
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Allowable Limits are listed on the Confined Space Entry Permit After tests are conducted, results 
are entered on the permit by date and time. The following defines specific testing and procedures: 

* 	 Test to make sure the oxygen content is from 19.5% to 21%. 
* 	 Test the concentration of flammable gases, which cannot be over 10% of the Lower 

Explosion Level (L.E.L.). 
* 	 Toxicity - Any toxic materials that could be present and their Permissible Exposure Limits 

(P.E.L.) are listed. Test to make sure that none ofthese materials has a concentration greater 
than its P .E.L.. 

* 	 If the air is found to be unsafe according to any ofthese tests, the hazard is reduced to 10% 
ofL.E.L. before entry is allowed and then monitored continuously. 

* 	 Ifthe air becomes hazardous at any time, the permit is canceled and everyone is instructed to 
leave the space. 

* 	 Should testing be required to evaluate Heat Stress Potential, the degree reading is entered 
according to the Wet Bulb Globe Thermometer. Either an F for Fahrenheit or C for 
Centigrade is noted. 

* 	Personnel performing testing is listed. 

Equipment Required for Entry and Work 
* 	Appropriate P.P.E. such as hard hats, face shields, etc. are made available at the site and listed 

on the Confined Space Entry Permit. 
* 	 Relative to the hazard, respirators and portable air monitors will be provided. 
* 	 Ifcontinuous communication between Attendant and Entrant will be difficult or impossible, 

hand held radios will be utilized. This equipment will be tested before entry. 
* 	 All personnel are trained in hand signals should radio equipment fail while in the confined 

space. 
* 	 Any special light sources, spark-proof tools and other electrical equipment that must be on 

hand before entry begins is listed. 
* 	 All equipment is determined to be intrinsically safe and in good condition. 
* 	Any measures needed to guard against shock, such as ground fault circuit interrupters, is 

listed. 
* 	 Listed also are devices such as ladders, bosun chairs and work platforms, all of which are 

checked before entry. 

Permit Authorization 
* 	 In the first section ofthe Confined Space Entry Permit, the foreman prints a briefdescription 

of the entry. 
* 	 After carefully going through the checklist, the foreman signs and dates the permit. 
* 	 Only then are workers allowed to enter the permit space. 

Emergency and Rescue Procedures 
* 	Employees working around the affected space are warned that they may be called upon to 

help in case ofemergency. All employees are trained in confined space rescue. 
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* 	 The "rescue team" consists ofemployees working on the project which makes them always 
aware, in advance, ofthe time, place and date of the entry and makes them readily available 
for an emergency. 

* 	Rescue equipment i.e. whistles, radios, etc. is listed on the permit and tested to be sure it is in 
working order prior to being brought to the job site and again upon arrival at the job site. 

* 	 All employees are familiar with the Emergency Response Plan utilized by the company. 
* 	 Positive Pressure, self-contained breathing apparatus will be available on site, ifrequired, due 

to a respiratory hazard being present. 
* 	 As a safety measure, entrants are required to wear an emergency escape breathing system 

whenever supplied air is required for entry. 

Training and Duties 0/the Confined Space Entry Team 
The foreman authorizing the entry makes sure that conditions are safe: 

* 	 Before entry, he sees that the permit is filled out properly. 
* 	 During entry, he checks conditions to make sure they stay safe throughout the work. 
* 	 If conditions become unsafe, he cancels the permit and orders everyone out of the space. 
* 	He sees that any unauthorized persons are removed from the work area. 
* 	 When the work is finished, he cancels the permit and concludes the operation. 

The attendant stays at his post to observe conditions and support the entrant: 
* 	As an attendant, he is knowledgeable in the hazards of the permit space and the signs of 

exposure. 
* 	He maintains an exact count of the workers in the space. 
* 	He stays in continuous contact with the entrants. 
* 	 He is certain that only authorized people enter the space or the area surrounding the space. 
* 	 He is responsible for ordering all workers out of the area in any of these situations: 

y witnesses a condition not allowed by the entry permit 
y notices signs ofexposure in an entrant 
y sees something outside the permit space that could cause danger inside 
y attention has to be focused on the rescue ofentrants from another permit space 
~ he has to leave his post for any reason 

* 	 Ifthe entrant tearn needs to escape, he assembles the rescue team immediately and initiates 
notification of the local department offire and rescue services. 

* 	 In case ofemergency, he is not to enter the permit space unless he has the proper emergency 
equipment and another attendant is there to replace him. 

The permit space Entrant also does his part to control the hazards ofthe confined space entry: 
* 	 As an entrant, he is aware ofthe hazards ofthe space and the signs ofexposure. 
* 	 He stringently follows his Personal Protective Equipment training. 
* 	He maintains contact with the Attendant and exits the space at once when so ordered. 
* 	He is always prepared to evacuate quickly, and ifpossible, without any help. 
* 	 If he notices something that could cause him danger, he exits the space immediately and 

informs the Attendant. 
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Summary 
Employees or subcontractors working in or around Confined Spaces must have been trained and 
made aware of the dangers. Since employees and subcontractors are trained and familiar with pre
entry planning and simple safety measures, they know that most ofthe dangers can be avoided. 

Pre-entry Planning 

Preparing for entry 

• 	 Check for completion of permit 
• 	 Erect barriers around space 
• 	 Cap, blind or disconnect all input lines 
• 	 Clear and ventilate space ofhannful vapors and residue 
• 	 Make sure all participants understand the Emergency Action Plan 

Verifying air quality 
• 	 Person testing or monitoring utilizes respiratory protection when testing inside. If 

not, he must test from outside 
• 	 Testing continues as long as space is occupied 
• 	 Oxygen level must be between 19.5% and 21% 
• 	 Flammable gasses must not be over 10% of the Lower Explosion Level (L.E.L.) 
• 	 Testing for heat stress is performed with Wet Bulb Globe Thermometer ifrequired 
• 	 All tests are complete, accurate and documented before entry 

Safety Measures 

Equipment 

• 	 Hard hats, gloves, safety glasses, harnesses, retrieval equipment and any other safety 

equipment needed will be available on site 

Emergency Situation 
• 	 Rescue team is always notified well in advance of the time, date and place ofentry 
• 	 Attendant may enter only ifanother attendant is present 

Conclusion 
Safe confined space entry takes teamwork between the Entrant, the Attendant and the Person in 
Charge. Everyone is trained to do their part so that any worker who goes into a permit required 
confined space will come out of it safely and in good health. As a subcontractor on a ?v1crritt 
Prorerties project you are required to have the appropriate training for your personnel. 
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HOT WORK PERMIT 


Good this day only: __________ Frolll:______am/pm To: _____am/pm 

Permit is required prior to StartiD& aDY weldiD:. bumiD:' solderiD&. or other Oamelspark procedure. 
PERMIT REQUESTED BY: 

Company Name: ___________ 

Name of person requesting Pennit: ___... __________ 

Work to be done: 

D Welding 

D Soldering or brazing 

D Torch cutting or burning 

D Other( describe) 
Location of work: 

I haye personally inspected the location OfWOIK, All required precautions for safe welding. burrung. soldeflllg or other 
flamc/spark procedurcs haye been takeR All work will be perfonned with the HOT Work Polic~ printed 011 the back oftJus form. 
Subcontractor Supclinteudcut/Forem:ut-,__________________________ 

(Signature ) 

Welch & Rushe Project Safety Director: _________________________ 
I Signature I 

FIRE WATCH ASSIGNMENT 
Name of work assign to Fire Watch:_____::::-:---:-:--_________________ 

(Print Name) 

I have properly been instmcted in my duties as Fire Watch _____--:::::--___________ 
(Signature) 

FIRE WATCH CERTIFICATION 
Achml "or!.: start timc:___a,m/pm Actual wod;:compldion timc:____,.mlfpm Fire Watch Compktc:___:1mJpm 

I ltaye UlOlutorcd all areas exposed to flame. sparks. slag. etc. for 30 miuutes after tile work has been completed, 

Signed:___~__________~___~________ Date:______ 

PRECAUTION CHECK LIST: 

Sprinkler System: ____ In seryice ____ Out of Sen'ice ____ Not Applicable 

DOUBLE check these items . YES NO N/A 
Area swept. clean'? (wet down ifneeded I 
Ail combustibles mo\ed at least 2(f from operations or protected with 
apprm<ed material? r-
AU floor openings. waU openings. floor drains adequately prott'Cle<1" 
Additional Fire Watch Bleil assigned m-areas abo,'e/below bot work 
operaltons~) 

Fire Protection in pblcc-cxfinguisberslwafer hoses" 
Electrical circuits tllmed offand locked ouC' 


